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Thomas ([5], p. 54) conjectured that two comparable Radon-equivalent
locally convex topologies have the same subseries convergent series.
Assuming the continuum hypothesis, Christensen ([2], Chap. 6) showed
that, in general, this is not the case. However, Labuda [4] proved that,
in topological linear spaces, the desirable result holds true under certain
completeness conditions. In locally convex spaces, slightly weaker results
were obtained by Bucchioni and Goldman [1].
The purpose of the present paper is to give a simple proof of Labuda's
result, and to extend it to Abelian topological groups. No part of our
procedure is new; in particular, the trick in the proof of Lemma 2 has
been employed by Drewnowski [3].
My thanks are due to Iwo Labuda, who found an error in the earlier
version of this paper.
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION. (a) Throughout the paper, G is an
Abelian group which is a topological group under each of two Hausdorff
topologies 1X and {3. We suppose that {3 is finer than 1X (that is, the identity
map (G, (3) -+ (G, 1X) is continuous).
(b) Put N={l, 2, ... } and denote by P the power set of N. Identify
P with the compact Abelian group {O, I}N and denote by A. the Haar
measure on P (with A.P= 1).
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(c) A map m: P -+ G is called additive if m(AI +A2) =mAI +mA2 for
every pair AI, A 2 of disjoint subsets of N.
(d) A map m: P -+ (G, fJ) is exhaustive (or fJ-exhaustive) if for every
sequence {A,hcN of pairwise disjoint sets A, C N we have
fJ- lim mA,=O.
1--..00
(e) A map m: P -+ (G, fJ) is countably additive (or fJ-countably additive)
if for every sequence {A,heN of pairwise disjoint sets A, C N we have
fJ- ~ mA,=m( U A,).
leN 'eN
Two facts are worth noting: An additive map m: P -+ (G, fJ) is countably
additive if and only if it is continuous; and an additive map m: P -+ G is
fJ-exhaustive if and only if, for every sequence {Ad'e N of pairwise disjoint
sets, the series ~.eN mAl is fJ-Cauchy.
2. LEMMA. Suppose that an m: P -+ (G, fJ) is additive and (Luzin)
A-measurable. Then lim1-+oo m( {i}) = O.
PROOF. Assume that there is a neighborhood W of 0 in G and an
increasing sequence {ik}kEN such that m( {ik}) ¢:. W for each k,
As m is A-measurable, there is a compact set K C P such that AK>!
and mlK is continuous. Since A is translation-invariant, it follows that
K +K = P; in other words, every subset of N is a symmetric difference
of two sets in K. In particular, for each k there are two sets At, B k E K
such that ik ¢:. Bk and B k U {it}=Ak. The set K is compact metrizable,
hence we may assume (passing to a subsequence, if necessary) that there
are A, B E K such that lim Ak=A and lim Bk=B in the topology of P.
We have Bk+{ik}=Ak and lims {ik} = 0 in P, hence A=B.
The restriction mlK is continuous, therefore
lim mAk=mA=mB= lim mBk.
i: i:
This gives
lim m({ik})= lim mAk- lim mBk=O,
II II J:
in contradiction with our assumption.
3. PROPOSITION. Any additive universally (Luzin) measurable map
m: P -+ (G, fJ) is exhaustive.
PROOF. Let {A,heN be a sequence of nonempty pairwise disjoint sets
A,CN. Put I={O}uN={O,I,2, ... } and define a map s:N-+I by
s(n)=O for n E N\ U A,
•
s(n) =i for n E A,.
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The "adjoint" map
s*: {O, l}I -+ {O, l}N
is continuous, the map m 0 s*: {O, l}I -+°is additive, and m 0 s*({i})= mAt.
Apply Lemma 2 to m 0 s*.
4. REMARK. Note that the same proof works when N is replaced by
an uncountable index set, yielding an analogous result for generalized
exhaustive maps.
5. COROLLARY. Let m: P -+ (0, IX) be an IX-countably additive map
and suppose that the identity map (0, IX) -+ (0, fJ) is universally Luzin
measurable. Then m is fJ-exhaustive.
Almost any completeness property will now ensure that, under the
assumptions of Corollary 5, m is fJ-countably additive. Perhaps the
following version is worth recording:
6. PROPOSITION. Suppose that a map m: P -+ (0, IX) is IX-countably
additive, the identity (0, IX) -+ (0, fJ) is universally Luzin measurable and
(0, fJ) is sequentially complete. Then m is fJ-countably additive.
PROOF. Pick a sequence {AthcN of disjoint sets. By Corollary 5, m is
fJ-exhaustive; hence the series !tc N mAt is fJ-Cauchy, in view of the
remark made before Lemma 2.
As (0, fJ) is sequentially complete, this series converges in (0, fJ). We
have
by the assumption, hence also
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